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Abstract — For real-time imaging with digital video cameras and high-quality with TV display systems, good tonal rendition of video is important to ensure high visual comfort for the user. Except local contrast improvements, High Dynamic Range (HDR) scenes require adaptive gradation correction (tone-mapping function), which should enable good visualization of details at lower brightness. We discuss how to construct and control improved tone-mapping functions that enhance visibility of image details in the dark regions while not excessively compressing the image in the bright image parts. The result of this method is a 21-dB expansion of the dynamic range thanks to improved SNR by using multiple-exposure techniques. This new algorithm was successfully evaluated in HW and outperforms the existing algorithms with 11 dB. The new scheme can be successfully applied to cameras and TV systems to improve their contrast.

Index Terms — Adaptive tone mapping, high dynamic range, video camera, multiple exposure sensors, image fusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamic range of an image signal generated by an image sensor in CCD or CMOS technology is limited by its noise level on the one hand, and the saturation voltage of the sensor on the other hand. For a CCD-sensor, a dynamic range of 74 dB can be obtained which is sufficient for most applications. However, for applications with a very large contrast ratio, e.g. such as outdoor scenes with bright sunlight, a larger dynamic range is required in order to obtain images with a satisfactory quality. For example, the contrast ratio in a sunny outdoor scene can be as high as 1000 (60dB). For the lowest level in that scene, the SNR needs to be 40 dB in order to achieve an acceptable quality. Therefore, the total dynamic range should be about 100 dB. For a given CCD/CMOS sensor, the saturation voltage (corresponding to maximum image brightness) is fixed, leaving us only with the possibility to reduce the noise level in order to increase the dynamic range.

There were already some solutions proposed in literature to reduce the noise level. A very popular idea known from the state-of-the-art patents [1] is a double-exposure system, where two images are captured with a short time interval. Images are taken with a short and a long exposure time, where the ratio of the exposure times varies from 4 to 32. The combination of these two images results in a good SNR in the dark parts of the image, due to the long exposure time of the second image. In addition, there is almost no saturation in the bright parts of the image, since the first picture is taken with a short exposure time. In the following stage, two differently exposed images are combined to create an output image having an improved SNR that is necessary for an acceptable image quality.

In a digital camera system, gamma correction is often performed as a compensation of the CRT transfer function. It is observed that the standard gamma correction (as in Fig. 1) is often not sufficient to improve visibility of dark image details, due to the compression of the dynamic range of the image sensor to the range of the display device. Simply, a high dynamic range input signal from the sensor (even with the mentioned dynamic range of 74 dB) exceeds the capabilities of display devices with several orders of magnitude (the display has typically a dynamic range of 35-40 dB). This discrepancy poses an interesting challenge. Therefore, in the past, both steeper gamma functions and modified gamma functions with limited amount of compression in the high-brightness regions have been explored (Fig. 1, extended range). The problem of these approaches is that they introduce extreme compression of a large portion of the input signal and make the resulting image rather pale, which does not satisfy our requirements.

Several authors studied HDR compression problems [2]-[4]. In our previous work [2], tonal mapping was performed directly on the complementary mosaic sensor signal which creates a difficult problem of non-linear color changes:

\[ \text{Input Range} \rightarrow \text{Compression} \rightarrow \gamma \text{Correction} \rightarrow \text{Output Range} \]

Fig. 1. Various gamma functions, expanding the darker regions, however, at the expense of reduced amplitude range for the largest part of the input range (upper light gray area).
preservation of saturation and hue of the colors. Fuzzy logic [3] as well as variable transfer functions in combination with the local contrast enhancement [4] were successfully used, but only up to 10-dB expansion of the dynamic range was achieved. The combination of image fusion and tone reproduction as proposed in [5] looks promising for static digital images, but cannot work well with digital video cameras where large object or camera motion is involved and no recording delays are allowed.

To improve HDR imaging for moving video signals, we propose a new segmented luminance tone-mapping function based on splines, in which we control individual segments, together with a control algorithm for their selection. In this paper, it will be clarified that the applicability of our technique is increasing with the new multiple-exposure-time sensors. This is explained by the fact that multi-exposure sensors improve the SNR in the dark areas where the signal is weak, which is exactly the area where expansion is required. In our case, the expansion will be realized with a set of spline functions which enable flexibility in the optimization process.

The sequel of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes an improved tone-mapping method. Section III discusses the noise improvement with the focus on multi-exposure-time techniques. Section IV provides experimental results, and in Section V conclusions are presented.

II. AN IMPROVED TONE-MAPPING METHOD

A. Knee tone-mapping function

At the start, we split the extended-range gamma transfer function into two functions: the so-called knee and regular gamma function. The knee transfer function is stretching the black interval to enhance visibility in darker parts of the scene. It is especially useful for the HDR scenes with sufficient SNR.

As the optimal amount of stretching is scene, light and sensor dependent, a flexible circuit was designed using quadratic splines. The basic spline function we used is shown in Fig. 2, consisting of three sub-functions:

\[
f(y) = \begin{cases} 
  c_1(y+1)^2 & \text{for } -1 \leq y < 0, \\
  c_2(1-2y(y-1)) & \text{for } 0 < y \leq 1, \\
  c_3(y-2)^2 & \text{for } 1 \leq y \leq 2. 
\end{cases}
\]  

In the example, the basic spline function is depicted with a solid (red) line, for \(c_1 = c_2 = c_3 = 1\). Section \(0 \leq y \leq 1\) is the 'core' part of the function, while the tails extend in the neighboring sections. Tone mapping starts with reflecting the luminance input range into \(n\) sections, where in each section a spline function is used. Each section has its own core part while the two spline tails extend to the neighboring sections. When looking at one section, the parameter \(c_2\) can be set freely, while the left and right neighbors give the tails with amplitudes \(c_1\) and \(c_3\). The shape of the function guarantees a smooth transition for all combinations of \(c_1, c_2\) and \(c_3\), when going from one section to the next (continuous first derivative). To calculate the overall function for one section with boundaries \(0 < y < 1\), we have to add the right part of the left-shifted function (blue, dotted) and the left part of the right-shifted function (brown, dashed) to the central part of the central function (red, solid line), in order to find the function:

\[
f(y) = c_1(y-1)^2 + c_2(1-2y(y-1)) + c_3y^2,
\]

which can also be rewritten to the following second-order function:

\[
f(y) = (c_1 + c_2) + 2(c_2 - c_1)y + (c_1 - 2c_2 + c_3)y^2.
\]  

Accordingly, each knee section is constituted from the functions (2), with \(c_2\) being the core section parameter. The adjacent future section has its own \(c_2\) parameter, which also represents the \(c_3\) parameter of the actual section. Similarly, the \(c_2\) parameter of the previous section is used as the \(c_1\) parameter of the current section.

Fig. 2. Two shifted versions of the basic spline function in the middle.

Fig. 3. (top): Tone-mapping functions: a) Gamma; b) Knee; c) Gamma and Knee together; d) smart extended range Gamma; e) linear transfer function. Figure 3 (bottom): Example set of knee transfer functions for several values of \(g_k\), ranging from 0 to 1.
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Additionally, we have found a relationship between \( n \) section parameters \( c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n \), which ensures a desirable shape of the overall knee tone-mapping function. It relates all section parameters \( c_i \) to one control parameter \( g_k \), with which the overall knee function can be controlled to a desired shape. As a result, when \( y \) is the input-range variable and \( h_i \) (for \( i = 1..n \)) is a set of functions, the overall knee function is specified by:

\[
 f_{\text{knee}}(y) = f_{\text{knee}}(y, c_i | i = 1..n) = f_{\text{knee}}(y, g_k | c_i = h_i(g_k), i = 1..n),
\]

where the individual functions and their parameters \( c_i \) comply with the overall knee function specified by parameter \( g_k \) (see Fig. 3 bottom). As noted in Fig. 3 top, the knee transfer function (as well as the overall transfer function knee + gamma) can be steeper than the standard gamma function in the beginning of the input range, while introducing less compression in the last part of the input interval. As a final result, we can reproduce the objects with a dynamic range that emulates an expanded range which is better than that of the standard display, while not significantly deteriorating the gradation in the bright area.

We should comment at this point that using tone-mapping functions that have very high gain in the lowest part of the luminance range, is beneficial for perception of details in that region, but this process is very much limited by the available SNR. The SNR is the worst in low-brightness regions where even small signal gains bring visibility of the noise to a disturbing level. To cope with this problem, multi-exposure sensors are used in which the darkest luminance parts are substituted with longer exposure parts having better SNR. This principle will be further explained in Section III.

**B. Control algorithm to determine the optimal knee tone-mapping function**

A preferred control strategy is to relate the image median value after the knee tone-mapping function to the mean video level after the gamma output (see Fig. 4, Med and Avg). We achieve this by controlling parameter \( g_k \) of the \( f_{\text{knee}} \) function. Hence, we couple the knee transfer-function gain to the output video level. Increasing parameter \( g_k \) leads to a non-linear growth in the output video level and the Med value. Because of the chosen knee shape, the Med increase is larger than the Avg increase for the majority of the images. By such an action, the image histogram is redistributed to an improved version. The idea behind this control is that when the customer sets a certain Wanted Video Level (WVL) from the camera, we will only optimize the output video image around that level and not change it too much. In this way, we do not over-compensate the video signal, especially at low WVL. To control the extent of the knee function, min/max knee values are introduced which limit the range in which \( g_k \) can change. Hence, images are not drastically changed.

An example of such a control is realized by modifying \( g_k \) to achieve that \( \text{Med} = a \times \text{Avg} \), with \( a < 1 \). The setting of coefficient \( a \) depends on the input image and user preferences. When designing such a control, one has to anticipate on the change of the image histogram that occurs as a result of the gamma transfer function, and to pre-compensate for it. To this end, we introduce a new parameter \( g_r \) that controls the extent of the gamma function and that depends on the user setting and the system itself. We can create versatility of the gamma functions from a linear one to those that are much steeper than the standard gamma function by employing a power exponent:

\[
 f_{\text{gamma}}(y) = C \cdot (y + \text{off})^{g_r}, \quad \text{where } g_r \in [0.2,1.0]. \tag{4}
\]

Here, \( y \) and \( f_{\text{gamma}}(y) \) are input and output signals, respectively, parameter \( \text{off} \) is offset and \( C \) represents normalization constant.

We calculate the Med value from the differentiated image histogram after the knee transfer function. For this, we only consider pixels that belong to the detailed regions in the image. Hence, we ensure that expansion of the dynamic range occurs only if there are visually interesting details in the darker image parts. A simple implementation of this action is to start at the beginning of each line and to consider only pixels which are different from the previously selected pixel for a given threshold.

The median is chosen as a control measurement for the algorithm as it provides a simple central tendency description of the pixel distribution in the image histogram. Instead of the median, we could also use other percentile measurements or other kinds of measurements like mode, skewness or kurtosis. The guideline is to measure where the majority of pixels are, how many low-brightness pixels are left after \( f_{\text{knee}}(y) \) and how many high-brightness pixels are compressed, due to the overall transfer function. Up to this point, we have defined a special knee tone-mapping function and a control algorithm. These techniques are now combined with the multi-exposure sensor technique to provide a better SNR and enable a low-noise output image. This is particularly important when significant black stretching is performed.
III. MULTIPLE-EXPOSURE TECHNIQUE

To improve the SNR performance, images taken with at least two exposure time settings should be available at the same time for the camera processing. This is possible by means of the special CCD which physically stores images taken with two exposure times on one CCD. An image taken with long exposure time has a good SNR but it is over-exposed in bright parts of a scene. An image taken with a shorter exposure time is a standard image which has a lower SNR, and is under-exposed in dark parts. The long and the short exposed images have to be combined into a single image for further processing.

The simplest way to derive this combination is to bring them to the same base by weighing them to retain the luminance relations occurring in the real scene (see examples in Figs. 5 and 6). For example, if the long exposure time equals four times the short exposure time, then we would give the short-exposed image relatively four times more gain than the long-exposed image, to retain the luminance relation. In this particular example, when the ratio of exposure times equals four, after recombining those two images into one image, the first quarter of the input luminance range is derived from the long-exposure image and the other three quarters are derived from the short-exposure image (Fig. 6 top), where one can also notice differences in SNR between short and long exposed parts (Fig. 6 bottom).

In cases when evident changes between long and short exposed images pixels occur (for instance when motion is present in the image) a problem of miss-registration appears and linear relationship between exposed images is no longer valid. Easiest way to solve for this problem is to discard the long exposed image part with motion and use only short exposed image for those problematic pixels.

An additional important consideration is the detailed mixing or combining short- and long-exposed images into one image. We will discuss two options. At the top part of Fig. 7, a hard switch is presented: if the input level is lower that a threshold th, a pixel from the long-exposed image is used, and vice versa. Fig. 7 (bottom) depicts a soft switch between long- and short-exposure images, where two images are mixed in a transition region with weights proportional to their value. According to the example from Figs. 5 and 6, in which an exposure ratio of 4 was used, the setting of threshold parameter $th = (th_1 + th_2)/2 = Y_{in\ max}/4$.

It is a well-known phenomenon that saturation effects occur for over-exposed areas in a long-exposed image, since too many electrons are captured in one memory cell (pixel). The effect originates from the self-induced electrical field and results in a distortion in the potential bucket of a sensor integration cell for high input levels. This effect has to be compensated, so that both exposure parts become collinear. Most critical is the cross-over point of the transition between
long and short exposure time, since any discrepancy or mismatch at that point would introduce unacceptable color errors and even the occurrence of colors in the gray images or colorless image parts.

In case when soft switching is used between long- and short-exposed images (Fig. 7 top), due to the mixing in the transition region, the color-error problem is minimized. A disadvantage of mixing is that a short-exposure signal with much lower SNR will corrupt a long-exposure signal with higher SNR and thereby lower the point from which SNR is improved ($th_1 < th_2$).

It is more advantageous to use a hard-switch threshold (bottom of Fig. 7), since a corruption of the SNR does not occur. In this case, an additional correction circuit has to be used to cope with the saturation problem. For this purpose, we have already proposed a second-order correction function [6].

Let us now explain the image combining problem and the related color error problem in more detail.

A. Combining long and short exposed images

The line graph shown in Fig. 8 (top) shows the functional relation between light level ($x$-axis) and output signal ($y$-axis) of an image pickup sensor, especially a CCD-sensor, both of them in arbitrary units. We can observe the functional relations from the short and long exposure times ($Short, Long$). Both curves show a linear part and a part with non-linear distortion when going into saturation. Fig. 8 (bottom) shows a similar graph after a combination processing step.

During this process the values of the Long transfer function are divided by the ratio of the exposure times applied. This results in the curve that goes in saturation at rather low values of the light level. The Short transfer function representing the functional relation between light level and output signal due to a short exposure time remains unchanged. The combination of the two images $L$ (signal of the long exposed image) and $S$ (signal of the short exposed image), is performed making use of the following relations:

$$Out = L_{div} \text{ if } (S < T) \text{ else } Out = S,$$

where $L_{div} = L / R$ with $R = T_L / T_S$.                                       (5)

Here $T$ stands for threshold, $T_L$ is a long exposure time, $T_S$ is a short exposure time and $Out$ represents the combined output signal.

The major problem combining the two images in this way is to avoid irregularities at or near the cross-over point. The CCDs use color filters in order to create a color image. In the output signal of such a CCD, the consecutive pixels can have different values as they are filtered with a different color filter. Around the threshold level $T$ this results in a signal $Out$ which originates from pixels based on a different input $S$ or $L$. As the color decoding process may use the differences between consecutive or nearby pixels, irregularities will create color errors.

Due to the non-linearity of the CCD output, the transfer is non-continuous at the threshold $T$ when using exactly $R$ to calculate the $L_{div}$ signal. However, even when the ratio $R$ is adapted to exactly match $S$ and $L_{div}$ at the threshold $T$, the first
derivative remains non-continuous (see Fig. 9). This creates severe color errors.

B. Sensor non-linearity correction

One of the possible approaches to cope with the sensor’s non-linearity is to use minimum AGC setting [7]. The idea is to calibrate the image sensor such that it operates only in the linear mode (part) of the Opto-Electronic Conversion Function (OECF) by multiplying the signal with a gain. Likewise, we shift the non-linear part of the OECF to the clipping range. However, we noticed that the OECF non-linearity starts at an early stage, so that this approach can severely reduce the applicable dynamic range of the sensor.

Other approaches [8],[9] try to overcome this problem by making a gradual transition over a certain range when going over from \( L_{\text{div}} \) to \( S \), and vice versa (mixer), instead of switching. This has serious drawbacks. Firstly, the noise in \( S \) is much higher (by a factor \( R \)) than in \( L_{\text{div}} \). When using a mixer \( L_{\text{div}} \), nearly the whole mixing range would be dominated by the noise of \( S \). Secondly, the range of the mixer would need to be large to really annihilate distortion. This sacrifices much of the precious low noise \( L_{\text{div}} \) range. Thirdly, the involved distortion influences 2 sensor lines due to the different signal amplitudes coming from different optical filters. A mixer would need to be a vertical- or 2D-mixer to be effective.

For these reasons, we propose a novel correction function that is applied to \( L_{\text{div}} \) prior to switching. The curve of this function is exactly compensating the non-linear CCD output such that the resulting transfer (after division) is linear and exactly matches the transfer of \( S \). Many functions are applicable for correction, for example, the non-linear function

\[
y = x + k_1 \cdot x^2 + k_2 \cdot u(x - p)(x - p)\ 
\]

The term \( k_1 x^2 \) compensates the charge distortion in the CCD and term \( k_2(x-p)^2 \) (only valid for \( x>p \)) due to unit-step function \( u \) is compensating the saturation of the output stage.

The solution proposed above only solves half the problem: the factors \( k_1 \), \( k_2 \) and \( p \) in the correction function need to be found and dynamically adapted, as the non-linearity of the CCD is temperature dependent. To find those, the signals \( S \) and \( L_{\text{div}} \) (or \( L \)) are measured at defined levels and after some curve-fitting calculations, the parameters for the non-linear correction function can be computed.

We measure \( S \) and \( L_{\text{div}} \) and close a feedback control loop such that the differences between those signals become zero when a perfect match is achieved. It is also possible to measure \( L \) and \( S \) and make an equally good feed-forward control.

In a practical implementation, a software feedback loop is made using 4 measurement bins with a width of 1/64th of the \( L_{\text{div}} \) range (Fig. 10). The values of the pixels falling in the bins are summed over a frame time. The first bin is set at 50% of the range while \( p > 50 \% \) of the range. From this, \( k_1 \) can be optimized. The second bin is positioned just below, the 3rd at the 4th just above the threshold level. When \( k_1 \) is found and \( p \) is fixed, \( k_2 \) can easily be optimized with the use of the 3rd bin. Instead of calculations, also a simple hill-climbing strategy can be used, as the final results should be such that the contents of the corresponding bins are the same.

The 2nd and 4th bin can be used to check if the optimization is correct or if the threshold should be changed, because of a higher /lower distortion than expected.

![Fig. 10. Correction of the non-linearity of OECF and image combination.](image)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have tested our HDR expansion scheme and compared it to other approaches using both LDR (low dynamic range) and HDR video sequences. In Fig. 11, one can observe loss of details either in dark or bright areas when using the other methods, and the clear improvement with our proposal of dark objects while keeping a good gradation in bright areas.

We also show snap-shot results of an HDR video sequence in Fig. 12. The right side of the image, placed against the light box, is covered with the dark foil to create a larger dynamic-range scene while the left side simply shows dark background. As can be observed, the SNR performance is poor when the multi-exposure technique is not incorporated. Since perception of details is also poor, we applied the local contrast-enhancing technique from our previous work [10]. Likewise, in Fig. 13 we show the original HDR image followed by the contrast-improved images. We observe that use of the multi-exposure technique is necessary to improve otherwise unacceptable SNR performance.

For other scenarios, similar improvement results are obtained. In cases when the input image has LDR, no or small black stretching occurs, which is then advantageous for the image contrast. Otherwise, for HDR images, the system performs the black stretch depending on the image parameters and user preferences.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new technique for the expansion of HDR images that uses spline functions. For simplicity, the system controls the spline function with only one parameter. At the same time, we also presented the control algorithm for the spline function that uses the image statistics and performs dynamic-range expansion to the extent that is needed. The result of this method is a 21-dB expansion of the dynamic range in which an acceptable amount of compression is introduced. We use this HDR expansion technique in combination with a multiple-exposure time technique. This approach provides the desired improved SNR needed for
We have observed that the multiple-exposure technique is particularly important in cases where local contrast enhancement is applied to improve otherwise unacceptable SNR performance.

Additionally, we have increased the operating range of the sensor’s OECF by applying a non-linear correction function to the distorted sensor signal and make a good dynamically-controlled match in the transition region from long to short exposed image used for creating combined larger dynamic range image. With a 16-bit AD converter and an exposure ratio between long and short image of 16 times, we effectively obtained a 20-bit accuracy of the sensor signal. If spatial/temporal dynamic noise reduction is used, the noise floor is further lowered and this provides 6-12 dB additional dynamic range.

It is beyond discussion that the complete presented solution is attractive for both consumer cameras (camcorders, etc.) and professional equipment. However, the tuning should be adapted to the application. Also, with the introduction of newer multiple-exposure sensors that provide an even better SNR in dark areas, the applicability of our technique becomes more attractive.
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Fig. 13. From top to bottom: a) Original HDR image; b) HDR image after proposed tone mapping and Local contrast enhancement shows unacceptable SNR; c) Improved SNR image using multiple exposure technique as proposed.